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Choose gas because it’s clean, obedient and ready to make 
you feel at home the instant you summon the warm, living 
flames into being. Sit back and let the welcome warmth 
radiate from the glowing fire bed of amazingly realistic, 
hand crafted coals. Enjoy all the sensual appeal of an open 
fire without the fuss.

Choose Be Modern because our designers and engineers 
have created a collection that makes it easy to achieve the 
balance you desire between stunning looks and glorious 
heat. Our top performer delivers fuel efficiency of 89% and 
up to 4.5kW of infinitely adjustable warmth - enough to 
make the room you’re in cosy and relaxing. 

With this new generation of gas fires from Be Modern, you 
are adding a true centrepiece which naturally draws people 
together, creating a relaxed ambiance that enhances the 
quality of life at home. Each of our timeless designs offer 
different variations which you can refine to your tastes, be it 
contemporary, traditional or your own individual blend. 

Clean, convenient, controllable, comforting – that’s the 
beauty of gas, the Be Modern way.

www.bemodern.com

REAL FLAMES, REAL HEAT,  
REAL WELCOME
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Check the chimney or flue

All gas fires require a chimney or flue to conduct expended gases outside. Be Modern has a range of fires 
available to suit your chimney or flue type. To help you identify which type you have and which fire will fit it best  
(slimline, mid-depth or deepline) look at the simple explanations below. If you are still in any doubt about which 
flue or chimney you have, please contact one of our approved retailers for advice.

A conventional chimney for use with a solid fuel or gas appliance is easily recognisable, as the 
stack rises above the roofline and usually has a pot or gas terminal on top. With this type of 
chimney you can install all our gas fires. 

Brick Chimney | (Class 1)

Identifiable by a metal flue and terminal on the roof this flue system is suitable for all  
Be Modern gas fires.

Pre-Fabricated Flue | (Class 2)

A pre-cast flue can be identified by a ridge vent on the roofline. Built from concrete or clay 
blocks usually within the wall cavity, they are perfect for our Alcazar or Vortex* gas fires.

Pre-Cast Flue

Quality Approved
For your reassurance, all Be Modern fires are made 
in accordance with Quality Management System 
Standard ISO 9001. We have a range of fires available to 
suit your chimney or flue and we’ve explained the main 
types above. 

Flame Failure Device
All gas fires are fitted with a device which ensures that 
in the event of the flame going out during operation, 
the gas supply to the fire is cut off. 

Oxygen Depletion Sensor
All fires are fitted with an Oxygen Depletion Sensor that 
shuts off the gas supply if the oxygen level is too low in 
the room or if there is a blockage in the chimney or flue.

A gas fire to suit your home

A SAFE FIRE IN YOUR HOME

*Vortex suitable when installed with a 75mm rebated fire surround
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EASE OF OPERATION

Smartslide  
Easy Grip Handle
An easy grip handle is 
available for all fires. It 
is a simple attachment 
to the handle allowing 
convenient control of fire 
ignition and heat settings.

Xtra Canopy
Extra efficiency comes 
in the form of a canopy 
kit designed to raise the 
efficiency of the fire by up 
to 8%.

Optional Spacer
The optional spacer (on 
Design trim only) fits to the 
rear of the fire and reduces 
the depth by 25mm. 
It is ideal for use with  
pre-cast flues where there 
is insufficient space.

FIRE ADDITIONS

Smartslide 
Matching Handle
The Smartslide Control 
handle is available in Black, 
Brass or Chrome finish.
Black handle supplied as standard

All gas fires are available with a Smartslide Control 
feature to turn the fire on and regulate its flame level. 
Mounted on the side of the fire, the control provides 
convenience of operation. 

Smartslide Control

If you prefer the traditional feel of a gas fire choose 
one of our open fronted models with manual controls. 
Concealed behind the fret of the fire, the controls are 
easy to access so you can regulate your desired flame 
setting and heat output then sit back and enjoy the 
new focus of your living room.

Manual Control
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Choose your Fire

Choose your trim style

Alcazar Velocity

The gas burner engine fires up the coal bed to emulate glowing 
embers, pulling in air to radiate warmth directly back into the room.  
The output is up to 3.6kW, so the room is nice and warm. 

This open fronted convector fire 
draws in air at the base which 
passes through a heat exchanger to 
emerge as a hot airstream through 
the top of the canopy. 

Open fronted inset gas fire  
Radiant Slimline

Open fronted inset gas fire  
Convector Deepline

Vortex
Open fronted inset gas fire  

Radiant Deepline

EFFICIENT
62EFFICIENT

58
With Xtra Canopy

EFFICIENT
54

With Xtra Canopy

Page 8 Page 10 Page 12

Brass
Brushed Steel Black Chrome

The Design framework of the trim is broad and slightly 
accented to complement the curving bands of the fret. 

The harmony of the trim and fret creates a none 
fussy but sympathetic note to a cutting edge interior.  
A classic in the making – of that you can be confident.

Design Trim
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Imperium Titanium

This technology works by placing a panel of ceramic glass across the front 
of the fire. This prevents air from being drawn from the room through the 
fire opening and then up the flue. As a result, a very high proportion of the 
radiant heat from the fire is concentrated into the room. 

High Efficiency inset gas fire  
Mid-Depth

High Efficiency inset gas fire  
Deepline

87
HIGHLY EFFICIENT

89
HIGHLY EFFICIENT

For over 50 years Be Modern 
has been manufacturing fires 
and fireplaces to the highest of 
standards. 

All gas fires are rigorously tested 
and checked by our internal 
Quality Control Department to 
the latest ISO standards before 
being sent to our approved 
retailers.

All gas fires are supplied with a  
5 year warranty providing 
you with the reassurance and 
peace of mind that you have 
purchased and installed a high 
quality product.

 YEAR WARRANTY

*Terms & Conditions apply

Page 14 Page 16

Chrome

Both Design and Cast trims have a simplicity that will be perfectly in keeping with any fire surround of quality and 
add value to any well-loved room. Each of them offers four alternative finishes for that final flourish.

Decide on the way you’d like your fire to perform. 
Do you prefer an open fire with living flames and welcoming glow, or lower 
costs made possible by the greater efficiency of glass fronted technology? 

Cast Iron has always been a material of choice for fires 
because of its heat retaining properties. 

The Cast option is unmistakably sturdy. With many 
chunky characters, it also has an elegant side shown by 
the tapering trim and slender bands across the fret. 

Cast Trim

Brass Black Nickel

*
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You can rely on this open fronted fire to give you an open 
hearted welcome. 

In minutes you can achieve that shimmering ember stage of 
burn which takes hours with a carefully tended conventional 
open fire. 

Just as quickly, the radiant heat swells forth from the flames and 
coal bed. Should it get a little too warm, a touch of the slide or 
manual control will lower the heat and flames to a serene level.

Featured with
Shown here to dramatic effect with Design trim and fret in 
Brass, the Alcazar is also available in the Cast trim with an array 
of optional finishes.

Open fronted inset gas fire
Radiant Slimline

Alcazar

For trim choices 
and colour options  

see page 6 & 7

Dimensions
Width Height Depth Inset Width Inset Height

Design Trim 510mm 610mm 123mm 352mm 553mm

Cast Trim 510mm 630mm 123mm 352mm 553mm

Suitable for:  
Brick Chimney | Pre-Fabricated Flue 

Pre-Cast FlueEFFICIENT
50

Specification

Opt for the Xtra canopy kit which tunes the fire  
to the flue, increasing heat efficiency EFFICIENT

58

 High Low

Heat Input 6.75kW 3.0kW

Heat Output (with Xtra Canopy) 3.6kW 1.6kW

Heat Output (without Xtra Canopy) 3.1kW 1.4kW

Available with Manual or Smartslide control
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 YEAR WARRANTY

Rossano surround in Manila micro marble featuring a manual Alcazar fire with Design Brass trim 9



The deepline fitting for brick or pre-fabricated chimney types is 
more than a practical consideration. It means that the fire bed 
stretches further back, extending the vista of flames. 

The fascinating natural variation of intense flame endlessly 
captivates your attention. Generating over 3kW of heat, the 
Vortex has the power to make a substantial improvement to 
your comfort. 

Featured with
Shown here in uplifting Cast Nickel, the Vortex is also available 
in the bold statement Design trim.

Open fronted inset gas fire
Radiant Deepline

Vortex

*when installed with a 75mm rebated fire surround

Suitable for:  
Brick Chimney | Pre-Fabricated Flue 

Pre-Cast Flue*EFFICIENT
51

Specification

Opt for the Xtra canopy kit which tunes the fire to the 
flue, increasing heat efficiency EFFICIENT

54

Dimensions
Width Height Depth Inset Width Inset Height

Design Trim 510mm 610mm 173mm 403mm 553mm

Cast Trim 510mm 630mm 173mm 403mm 553mm

 High Low

Heat Input 6.75kW 3.0kW

Heat Output (with Xtra Canopy) 3.3kW 1.5kW

Heat Output (without Xtra Canopy) 3.2kW 1.4kW

For trim choices 
and colour options  

see page 6 & 7

Available with Manual or Smartslide control
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 YEAR WARRANTY

Andorra surround in Manila micro marble featuring a manual Vortex fire with Cast Nickel trim 11



Velocity

Viola surround in Manila micro marble featuring a smartslide Velocity fire with Design Brushed Steel trim12



 YEAR WARRANTY

This is the hottest open fronted fire in the new Be Modern Gas 
Fire Collection. That’s because the radiant heat from the deep 
coal bed is supplemented by a convection system. 

This cleverly draws in room temperature air via an inlet at the base 
of the fret, passes it through a heat exchanger and expels it as 
super-heated air over the canopy back into the room. 

This technology not only boosts the heat output to 3.8kW but 
also the efficiency to 62%. If you love the open fronted look the 
Velocity is the investment to make.

Featured with
Shown here in Brushed Steel finish of the Design trim, the 
Velocity is equally compelling in the Cast trim series of variations. 

Open fronted inset gas fire
Convector Deepline

For trim choices 
and colour options  

see page 6 & 7

Suitable for:  
Brick Chimney | Pre-Fabricated Flue

EFFICIENT
62

Specification

Dimensions
Width Height Depth Inset Width Inset Height

Design Trim 510mm 610mm 198mm 402mm 553mm

Cast Trim 510mm 630mm 198mm 402mm 553mm

 High Low

Heat Input 6.75kW 3.0kW

Heat Output 3.8kW 1.7kW

Available with Manual or Smartslide control
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Imperium

Piera surround in Manila micro marble featuring a smartslide Imperium fire with Design Brushed Steel trim14



Specification

Suitable for:  
Brick Chimney | Pre-Fabricated Flue87

HIGHLY EFFICIENT

Dimensions
Width Height Depth Inset Width Inset Height

Design Trim 510mm 610mm 128mm 403mm 553mm

Cast Trim 510mm 630mm 128mm 403mm 553mm

 High Low

Heat Input 4.3kW 2.5kW

Heat Output 3.4kW 2.0kW

 YEAR WARRANTY

If heat could be picture perfect, this is it, thanks to the glass 
front which showcases the beautiful panorama of flames. 

The heat permeable glass panel concentrates the radiant heat 
into the room without sucking in cooler air. The result is a 
whopping 87% high efficiency rating with consequent lower 
running costs. 

Maximum efficiency, greater heat output of 3.4kW to fill the 
room and the same choice of styles as our open fronted fires – 
step forward the Imperium.

Featured with
Shown here to dramatic effect in the Brushed Steel finish of the 
Design trim. The Imperium is also available in the Cast trim with 
a choice of optional finishes.

High efficiency inset gas fire
Mid-Depth

For trim choices 
and colour options  

see page 6 & 7

Available with Smartslide control only
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This is the most generous of the new Be Modern Gas Fire 
Collection in terms of the heat output of 4.5kW - plus it’s deeper 
fuel bed provides an array of glowing and warming flames.

It is also the most economical in running costs. This is because 
the glass front throws an enormous amount of heat into the 
room achieving a triumphant 89% efficiency rating. And all the 
while the interplay of flames remains clear for all to enjoy.

Featured with
Shown here in Cast Chrome, the Titanium is also offered in the 
Design trim themes to suit your interior styling.

High efficiency inset gas fire 
Deepline

Titanium

Specification

Suitable for:  
Brick Chimney | Pre-Fabricated Flue89

HIGHLY EFFICIENT

Dimensions
Width Height Depth Inset Width Inset Height

Design Trim 510mm 610mm 198mm 403mm 553mm

Cast Trim 510mm 630mm 198mm 403mm 553mm

 High Low

Heat Input 5.5kW 2.5kW

Heat Output 4.5kW 2.0kW

For trim choices 
and colour options  

see page 6 & 7

Available with Smartslide control only
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 YEAR WARRANTY

Octavia surround in Manila micro marble featuring a smartslide Titanium fire with Cast Chrome trim 17



Cleaning Your Fire :

•	 Double-check	to	make	sure	the	gas	fire	is	in	the	off	position.

•	 Always	make	sure	the	fire	and	all	of	the	components	are	cool	before	you	attempt	to	clean	your	
gas fire.

•	 Use	a	soft	brush	or	vacuum	to	remove	any	dust	or	debris	around	the	gas	fire.

•	 Use	a	soft	brush	to	remove	any	dirt	or	dust	from	the	coals.	The	coals	are	extremely	fragile	so	use	
caution. Check for corrosion or damage. If you believe any of the coals are damaged, call your 
local retailer who will be able to provide replacement coals. Do not use the fire until the coals 
have been replaced.

•	 The	outside	of	the	fire	can	be	cleaned	using	a	clean	cloth.	Wipe	any	dirt	or	dust	from	the	trim	and	
fret. Do not use abrasive or corrosive cleaners as these may damage the fire. Periodic cleaning will 
help keep the fire looking at its best.

•	 Glass	fronted	fires	can	be	cleaned	with	a	soft	cloth	removing	any	dust	and	dirt.	Do	not	spray	the	
glass with cleaning fluid as overspray may land on the surrounding metal or coals causing damage.

•	 Cast	fronted	fires	should	be	wiped	with	a	soft	cloth	to	remove	any	dust	or	dirt.

•	 Do	 not	 attempt	 to	 clean	 any	 of	 the	 internal	 parts	 of	 the	 fire	 –	 this	 must	 be	 done	 by	 
a Gas Safe Engineer.

Caring For Your Fire:

Our range of gas fires have been designed to provide you with a clean and efficient heat 
source as well as years of hassle-free operation.

To ensure your fire provides you with maximum enjoyment we have provided the following 
guidelines for caring for your fire.

1. Only use a Gas Safe Engineer to fit or service your gas fire.

2. Never attempt to remove or service the gas fire yourself.

3. Your gas fire should be regularly serviced and safety checked every year.

4. If you think there might be a gas leak or notice any signs of carbon 
monoxide, act quickly and follow the advice for gas emergencies.

5. If you are in any doubt regarding your gas fire, speak to a Gas Safe 
Engineer or contact your local fireplace retailer for assistance.
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Be Modern | Group of companies

Be Modern has been manufacturing the finest fireplaces for over 50 years. Its reputation 
for quality and service remains unmatched and products are sold through leading retailers 
across	the	UK.

Continuous	investment	throughout	its	UK	factories	gives	the	winning	edge	and	in-house	
design teams strive to incorporate the latest innovations and technologies. Each fireplace  
is lovingly created by highly skilled employees who take pride in every product they create.

Named after the village in the heart of England where the business was born nearly  
50 years ago, Broseley is just across the historic ironbridge from Coalbrookdale where  
18th century ironmasters forged the Industrial Revolution. 

Today Broseley continues to supply a leading range of cast iron and steel stoves in 
contemporary and traditional designs with options for multifuel, wood burning,  
electric or gas.

Elgin & Hall originated from a small Wensleydale workshop nearly 30 years ago 
where individually handcrafted fireplaces were created by master craftsmen.  
Today the heritage of British design lives on.

An extensive range of beautiful fireplaces are available through selected showrooms 
with designs that have elegance and simplicity to compliment your tastes in furnishing,  
fabric and décor.

Under	three	individual	brands	Be	Modern	manufactures	stunning	ranges	of	furniture.	 
Atlanta is a stylish and affordable collection of easy to install bathroom furniture. Mallard 
is a simple luxurious range of bathroom and bedroom furniture and Be: manufacture 
an exclusive range providing the ultimate in luxury bathroom design. All products are 
supplied with a lifetime guarantee.

Mallard 
Bathroom Furniture
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For further information on the Be Modern range contact:

Be Modern Ltd | 19/34 Bedesway | Bede Industrial Estate | Jarrow | Tyne & Wear | NE32 3BE

Tel: 0191 489 8006 | Email: sales@bemodern.com | Fax: 0191 580 5005

Visit us at: www.bemodern.comLike us on Facebook: Follow us on Twitter:

Your approved Be Modern retailer is:

Be Modern Group hold design copyright and registration of design for its product ranges. Be Modern Group are continually striving to improve and develop their range of 
products. It is important, therefore, to check details before ordering as sizes and specifications may change without prior notice. Whilst every effort is made to ensure accuracy 
and colour, it is not always possible to obtain perfect reproduction because of the materials and printing processes used. 
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